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The method of complete reorientation of the director in a strong electric field from the planar to 
the homeotropic direction was used to determine the effective energy W * of anchoring of a 
nematic crystal 5CB to a solid substrate. The dependences of W * on the temperature and 
thickness of a liquid crystal layer were determined for the first time. The room-temperature 
anchoring energy was found to be W * ~ 0 . 7 - 1 . 2  erg/cm2 for a cell of thickness in the range 
d = 39-3.5,~. The experimental dependence W* ( d )  could be approximated by logarithmic and 
hyperbolic functions in the case of small and large thicknesses of the layer, respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of a nematic liquid crystal with a solid 
substrate can be described by a surface energy W, which 
generally consists of isotropic and anisotropic parts. The an- 
isotropic part depends on the angles of orientation 8 and g, of 
the director of a nematic liquid crystal relative to the normal 
to the substrate and relative to some specific "easy orienta- 
tion" direction in the plane of the substrate. I t  is assumed 
that the anchoring energy W(B,p), introduced for the direc- 
tor of a sufficiently thick surface layer of a nematic liquid 
crystal, is independent of the thickness of the layer. In the 
case when g, = const, which will be assumed in the present 
study, the following expression has been put forward for the 
function W(6) (Refs. 1-3): 

where 0, is the initial angle of tilt of the director relative to 
the plane of the substrate. 

The task of experimental determination of the anchor- 
ing energy of a nematic liquid crystal layer with the planar 
orientation (8, = 0 )  has been tackled by a variety of meth- 
o d ~ . ~ - '  However, even in the case of low values of 8 the ener- 
gies W(0) exhibit a large scatter from 10W4 erg/cm2 de- 
duced from light scattering experiments8 to 1 erg/cm2 or 
more obtained from earlier experiments based on the ab- 
sence of the thickness dependence of the threshold of the 
FrCedericksz effect. Moreover, the temperature dependence 
of the surface (anchoring) energy of a nematic liquid crystal 
with the planar orientation has not yet been determined ex- 
perimentally and no studies have been made of the "size 
effect," i.e., of the possibility that W depends on the thick- 
ness of the liquid crystal layer adjoining the solid substrate. 
Furthermore, the method for the determination of the an- 
choring energy of a nematic based on the threshold voltage 
or field intensity in the Frtedericksz effect in electric and 
magnetic fields, frequently used in the case of the homeotro- 
pic orientation of nematic liquid crystals, is ineffective and 
insensitive to variations of W i n  the case of the stronger 
(compared with homeotropic) planar orientation. In fact, 
this method involves determination of the "extrapolation 
length" I = K ,  ,/ W, where K,, is the Frank constant for lon- 
gitudinal bending of a liquid crystal, and it represents the 

effective increase in the thickness of the liquid crystal layer 
because of the finite value of the anchoring energy. The value 
of I is estimated from the difference between the real thresh- 
old and the threshold value corresponding to the most rigid 
anchoring of liquid crystal molecules to the substrate. How- 
ever, in the planar orientation of a sample this difference 
between the thresholds is extremely small ( Vg - V,, -0.01 
V, Hz  - H,, -0.1 kG-Ref. 6) and comparable with the 
error in the determination of the threshold values V,, (H,, ) 
and V,", ( H z ) .  

Moreover, all the experiments carried out in fields equal 
to or relatively close to the threshold provide an opportunity 
of estimating only the coefficient W, in front of the first term 
of the expansion of the surface energy function ( 1 ) using the 
approximation of the Rapini potential.' Moreover, Young2 
and Chigrinov9 have demonstrated that if the anchoring en- 
ergy is sufficiently high then in such fields the tilt angle of the 
director at the substrate-liquid crystal interface is just a few 
degrees. In other words, the surface region of a liquid crys- 
tal, which in the final analysis determines the energy of an- 
choring of a liquid crystal to a substrate, remains practically 
undeformed. It would therefore be more interesting to use 
the Frtedericksz method in strong fields, i.e., in fields much 
higher than the threshold. It then follows from Eq. ( 1 ) that 

m 

and the experimental results give the effective energy of an- 
choring of a nematic to a substrate2.' 

m 

where W* = Win the Rapini-potential approximation. In 
all probability there should not be a significant difference 
between W * and the surface energy W. For example, accord- 
ing to the results of Ref. 4, the values of W * and W agree to 
within 10%. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

We consider a nematic liquid crystal layer with a posi- 
tive anisotropy of the permittivity AE and assume that its 
orientation is planar in the absence of an external field (Fig. 
l a ) .  The application of a sufficiently strong field results in 
reorientation of the director in the bulk of a liquid crystal 
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(Friedericksz effect, Fig. lb), which increases on further 
increase in the field intensity. It has been shown theoretical- 
ly2,3,'0 that if the energy of anchoring of a nematic to a sub- 
strate is finite and the applied voltage or field is sufficiently 
strong, a complete reorientation of the director to the ho- 
meotropic structure takes place and this includes also the 
surface layers (Fig. l c ) .  The corresponding value of the 
"saturation" voltage V,,, is related to the effective anchoring 
energy W* of a nematic as  follow^^*^: 

Here, K3, is the Frank constant in the case of transverse 
bending and V ;  = ?r(4?rKl ,/A&) 'IZ is the FrCedericksz 
threshold voltage, corresponding to an infinitely strong an- 
choring of liquid crystal molecules to the substrate. 

Complete reorientation of the director in a strong elec- 
tric field was first reported in Ref. 4, but it was observed only 
at one temperature close to the point of bleaching of the 
investigated liquid crystal (TNI - T = 0.23 "C), where the 
anchoring energy of a nematic and, consequently, the satu- 
ration voltage of the structure were found to be fairly low 
( Wz3.2X 10-2erg/cm2, V,,, = 100Vford = 56p) .  It was 
pointed out in Ref. 4 that the value of W could not be esti- 
mated at lower temperatures because of the rapid rise of V,,, , 
which resulted in breakdown of the investigated samples. 
When a magnetic field was used, saturation of the structure 
of a nematic liquid crystal was even more difficult to 
achieve. 

This method for investigating a nematic with a planar 
orientation in strong electric fields was applied by us suc- 
cessfully in a wide range of temperatures to the nematic 
phase range of 4-n-pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) charac- 
terized by a transition temperature to the isotropic phase 
TNI = 34.75 "C, employing liquid crystal layers of different 
thicknesses. 

We used apparatus shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2a. 
Ahrens prisms were used as the polarizer and analyzer. The 
polarizing power of the apparatus was k = 5 x 10'. The in- 
vestigated sample was oriented normally to the incident 
light beam (ofwavelength A = 0.6328 p )  in such a way that 
the direction of the initial planar orientation of the nematic 
liquid crystal layer made an angle of45" relative to the mutu- 
ally crossed polarize and analyzer. The signal from a photo- 
multiplier, proportional to the optical transmission of the 
cell, and the reference signal from a master oscillator were 
applied to a dual trace oscilloscope with a high input resis- 
tance and could be observed simultaneously on the screen. 

The thickness of the liquid crystal layer was determined 
by an interference method from measurements on an empty 

a b c 

FIG. 1. Distribution of the director in a nematic liquid crystal layer with 
the planar orientation in the absence of an electric field ( a ) ,  near the 
Friedericksz threshold (b) ,  and in the case of saturation in a strong field 
( c ) .  

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the apparatus ( a )  and the symmetry of the 
electrodes on the substrate ( b ) :  I )  LG-52 laser; 2 ) ,  9 )  stops; 3 ) ,  8)  polar- 
izers; 4)  glass plate; 5 )  transparent current-conducting coating; 6 )  Teflon 
spacers; 7)  liquid crystal; 10) FEU-79 photomultiplier; 11) GZ-33 af 
oscillator; 12 ) S 1 - 18 oscilloscope. 

cell when a light beam was incident at an angle: this was done 
using the formula d = ilk(cosa, - cosa, + ) -'/2. Here, 
m and m + k are the angles of incidence corresponding to 
the mth and (m + k ) t h  interference minima of rays reflect- 
ed by the upper and lower boundaries of the capillary gap 
between two glass plates. The value of d was determined to 
within 1%. 

The planar orientation of liquid crystals was set by rub- 
bing the electrodes with dry cotton. The orientation was im- 
proved by filling the capillary gap between the rubbed glass 
plates with a liquid crystal beginning from the end of the cell 
along the direction of rubbing. The uniformity of the orien- 
tation of the liquid crystal was deduced from a uniform dark- 
ening of the sample in a polarizing microscope when the 
polarizing prisms were crossed. 

The frequency of the electric field applied to the cell was 
1 kHz, which was governed on the one hand by the need to 
eliminate stray hydrodynamic effects in the bulk of the liq- 
uid crystal and, on the other, by the finite orientation relaxa- 
tion time of the liquid crystal and rapid heating of the sample 
when the external field frequency was sufficiently high. 

Since the saturation value of the electric field was fairly 
high (at  room temperature its peak value was E I",? - 3 X 10" 
V/cm), used in the cells. A current-conducting coating on 
the glass plates at the points of location of Teflon spacers, 
which set the thickness of the liquid crystal layer, was etched 
away as shown in Fig. 2b. This electrode geometry was 
adopted because usually air bubbles formed at the edges of 
the insulating spacers during filling of the cell with a liquid 
crystal. The breakdown strength of air was of the order of 
lo4-lo5 V/cm, which was considerably less than E y. Un- 
der these conditions the voltage was not applied at the points 
of location of the spacers. Such a procedure made it possible 
to avoid also the influence of a likely electrostatic charge 
accumulated on the Teflon, which again resulted in rapid 
breakdown of a sample. 

In some cases a considerable increase of the breakdown 
voltage of a cell could be achieved by a thin polymer coating 
(representing an alcohol solution of a phenol formaldehyde 
polyvinyl butyral resin), deposited on the electrodes before 
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rubbing and probably smoothing out the various microde- 
fects on the substrate surface. The deposited coating had 
little influence on the energy of anchoring of the investigated 
nematic liquid crystal to the substrate. This was demonstrat- 
ed (Fig. 5 below) by the values of W* obtained for the cells 
assembled from glasses without a coating. However samples 
placed between clean glasses broke down when a sufficiently 
high voltage was applied and this made them unsuitable for 
our purpose. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We shall consider the optical response of a liquid crystal 
cell subjected to a sufficiently strong voltage. Since the de- 
formation of the director in a nematic liquid crystal layer 
was insensitive to the sign of the external electric field, the 
optical transmission of the cell varied at a frequency which 
was twice the frequency of the field E ( t )  (Fig. 3) .  At the 
moments when the field amplitude was maximal the angle of 
tilt of the director from the initial planar orientation was the 
largest and this corresponded to the minimum optical trans- 
mission of the cell when the polarizer and analyzer were 
crossed. An increase of the voltage to V,,, reduced the opti- 
cal transmission of the cell at these moments of time to its 
absolute minimum (signal 2 in Fig. 3 )  and a further increase 
in the voltage did not alter the transmission, indicating that 
the director in the bulk of the liquid crystal was completely 
reoriented (and this was true also of the surface layers) from 
the initial planar orientation to the homeotropic direction. 
In this way it was possible to observe saturation of the Free- 
dericksz effect on the oscilloscope screen. 

For comparison, we identified by arrows in Fig. 3 the 
level of the signal corresponding to total optical "nontrans- 
mission" of the cell, i.e., to the case when the laser beam was 
stopped completely. The residual signal 6 was due to the 
finite relaxation time of the director orientation and due to 
the unavoidable difference of the orientational order param- 
eter of the liquid crystal from unity. Nevertheless, the value 
of 6 was very small ( 6  5 7 x lo-' rad) and comparable 
with the optical transmission of the cell containing 5CB with 
the homeotropic orientation on both plates (substrates) in 
the absence of the field. An increase in the thickness of the 
sample reduced the residual signal and, when the thickness 
exceeded 30 p, the optical transmission of the cell at peak 
values of E ( t )  became zero within the limits of the experi- 
mental error. 

FIG. 3. Photograph of the oscilloscope 
screen showing the optical transmission 
of the investigated nematic liquid crystal 
layer under a saturation voltage: 1 ) refer- 
ence signal E(r )  from the master oscilla- 
tor; 2 )  photomultiplier signal. The ar- 
rows demonstrate the level of the 
photomultiplier signal in the case when 
the laser beam was not transmitted. 

By way of example, Fig. 4 shows the voltage depen- 
dence of the phase lag @ of the transmitted light wave, mea- 
sured for a cell which was 30 p thick. We used the relation- 
ship12 

where J, and J a r e  respectively, the intensities of the incident 
and transmitted light. The error in the determination of @ 
was lo-' rad. The graph obtained indicated that a complete 
reorientation of the director in the liquid crystal layer oc- 
curred at V,,, -- 350 V .  

The values of V,,, determined at room temperature for 
cells of different thicknesses in the ranged = 3.47-38.8~ are 
plotted in Fig. 5. Samples with the thicknessd > 4 0 p  exhibit- 
ed electrohydrodynamic effects when the voltage was suffi- 
ciently high and this prevented us from reaching saturation 
of the liquid crystal structure. I t  is clear from Fig. 5 that in 
the range d > l o p  the dependence V,, ( d )  was linear. 

We used Eq. (4 )  and the measured values of V,,, to 
calculate also the effective surface energy of the investigated 
nematic liquid crystal in cells of different thicknesses. We 
substituted the voltage V z  = 2'12 v,,, in Eq. (4),  be- 
cause-as already mentioned-the strongest reorientation 
of the director occurred at the peak values of the alternating 
electric field applied to the sample. 

The room-temperature values of W * calculated in this 
way were of the order 1 erg/cm2 and they decreased on in- 
crease in the thickness of the liquid crystal layer. This depen- 
dence is shown in Fig. 5. In the case of small thicknesses 

1: volts 

FIG. 4. Voltage dependence of the phase lag ofa light wave transmitted by 
the liquid crystal cell ( d  = 30 p, T = 23 "C). 
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FIG. 5. Dependences of the saturation voltage and of the effective anchor- 
ing energy ( T = 23 f I "C) on the thickness of the nematic liquid crystal 
layer: 0) V,,; A )  W * ;  A )  W* (glass without polymer coating). 

(d  5: 25 p) the dependence W * (d )  could be approximated 
by a logarithmic law, whereas in the case of large thicknesses 
( d  2 l o p ) ,  it was necessary to use a hyperbolic law (Fig. 6).  
The overlap of the two regions representing these different 
approximations was clearly due to the experimental error. 
Extrapolation of the dependence W * (d )  to the thickness of 
one liquid crystal monolayer with the planar orientation 
( d  = 5 A) gave W * z 3 erg/cm2, which was of the same or- 
der of magnitude as the difference between the surface 
stresses in the solid substrate and the nematic liquid crys- 
tal.l3 Extrapolation of this dependence to greater thick- 
nesses gave W,* = 0.57 erg/cm2, which agreed with the en- 
ergy of anchoring in a semi-infinite liquid crystal of a 
substrate. In agreement with Eq. (4),  the value of W,* was 
calculated analytically from 

where the saturation value of the electric field E,,, for the 
investigated structure was determined by the slope of the 

FIG. 6 .  Dependences of the effective anchoring energy on the thickness of 
the liquid crystal layer plotted on logarithmic ( a )  and hyperbolic (b) 
scales. T = 23 +_ 1 "C. 

FIG. 7. Temperature dependences of the saturation voltage V,,, and of the 
effective anchoring energy W* ( d  = 13.3 p ) :  0 )  V,,; A )  W * .  

rectilinear part of the dependence V,,, (d)  in Fig. 5. 
It seemed to us that the value of W,* should be regarded 

as the energy of anchoring of a nematic to a solid substrate in 
the absence of any other orienting forces acting on a nematic 
liquid crystal, such as the orienting influence of the second 
substrate. However, in the case of a nematic liquid crystal 
layer of finite thickness the director at each point (including 
the boundary regions) experienced the orienting influence of 
both confining surfaces and this influence increased on re- 
duction of the distance between them (nonlocality of the 
director field). 

We determined for the first time the temperature de- 
pendence of the surface energy of a nematic liquid crystal 
layer with the planar orientation. We plotted in Fig. 7 the 
temperature dependences of V,,, and W * determined for a 
cell of thickness 13.3 p. In these calculations we used the 
published data on the temperature dependences of the elastic 
constant K3, (Ref. 14) and of the dielectric anisotropy AE 
(Ref. 15) of 5CB. It was interesting to note that the depen- 
dence W * ( T) of the nematic liquid crystal with the planar 
orientation was practically identical with the corresponding 
dependence obtained in Ref. 16 for the homeotropic orienta- 
tion case. In both cases the anchoring energy varied by a 
factor of 5-6 in the temperature interval 
TNI - 1 9  < T <  TNI - 1 "C. A comparison of the curve 
W * ( T) obtained here with the temperature dependence of 
the orientational order parameter S (Ref. 14) yielded a qua- 
dratic dependence W * cc S2 at low values of S (Fig. 8) .  

FIG. 8. Relationship between the effective anchoring energy of the nema- 
tic liquid crystal with the planar orientation and its orientational order 
parameter. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We determined for the first time the temperature de- 
pendence of the effective energy of anchoring of a nematic 
liquid crystal with the planar orientation to a solid surface. 
Moreover, we found that the anchoring energy depended on 
the thickness of the liquid crystal layer and this could be 
explained by nonlocality of the director field, i.e., by the 
mutual influence of the opposite surface layers. 

The authors are grateful to S. S. Yakovenko and V. G.  
Chigrinov for valuable discussions and to L. A. Beresnev 
and S. A. Davidyan for their help in the experiments. 
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